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The full-color, completely remastered, utterly astounding republication of the Scott Pilgrim epic

continues! This new 6"x9" hardcover presents Scott's run-in with Ramona ex, Envy boy toy, and

The Clash at Demon Head with bassist Todd Ingram as you've never seen it before â€” in full-color!

Plus, previously unpublished extras, hard-to-find short stories, and exclusive bonus materials will

make you see Scott Pilgrim in a whole new light!
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I pre-ordered this a long time ago, So long in fact that it was a surprise when I checked my mail to

find it sitting there. I was a HUGE fan of the movie, and I wanted more of Scott in my life. So I tried

reading the comics. Somehow I was not able to get into the black and white ones. The art style was

just not aesthetically pleasing enough to entice me for the duration of the book.This lead me to pick

up the colored version. And it was not a mistake, all of the coloring is beautifully done, and at this

point I wouldn't take the art any other way. The story in the comic differs from the story in the movie,

so it doesn't feel like I'm reading something I already know. It give's a much more in-depth look into

the characters lives.The binding and the hard cover feel expensive and very durable. Onipress did a

fantastic job securing Scott Pilgrim a place on my book shelve for years to come.The third book

does not disappoint. If you are bored and need a good read that will not make you feel stupid and

roll your eyes like most comics and manga today. Go pick up a copy of these books!



I'm addicted to these graphic novels, i am a fat kid & these are my cake slices.& i know there's that

whole divided scene about actual books versus e-books, i have to say tho it looks amazing! on my

kindle fire and it makes it easy to bring them with me (i have a big purse sure but Not that big heh)

I am a huge Scott pilgrim so maybe it's just a little bias when I say these hardcover color editions

are awesome. Now I know there's something people who feel it takes away from the originals but I

don't agree with that sentiment at all if anything it breathes new life into it and makes almost as

much fun as reading through them the first time so for first time readers you are in for a genuine

treat. For people on the fence who own the original set like me these look great on the shelf and are

a blast to read through and see all that was once old be kinda new again. For people who only

watched the movie or played the game this is Scott pilgrim in its greatest form please check these

out your missing out on si much that the movie just couldn't cram in.

[copied from my Goodreads review]This 4* review is a slightly better 4* than Vol 2. The story flowed

better overall, but I still am having trouble with certain flashbacks and characters... Maybe I need to

look more closely at Scott's hair?I like the way the movie handled Vegan Todd (it was much less

deus ex machina, although the comic is very meta in its handling of it). I find the meta-ness a little

unwanted at times, but it's still fun so far...

All the Scott pilgrim vs the world books are really good. If you are a fan of the other 2 volumes or the

movie then vol.3 and all the others are a must read. They differ slightly from the movie but go into

greater detail of the characters and their back stories.

I own this on the Kindle, so understand that everything I reference is from reading this on a 10"

tablet.I got my son hooked on Scott Pilgrim before the movie came out. He's worn out his original

set of books. When I saw the color versions available and that it was available as an e-book, I

jumped on the chance. The art jumps off the page in the bigger format (thanks to the tablet's screen

being larger than the original books), the colors are vibrant and well-done, and it feels like reading

the series again for the first time. I can't wait until the rest of the volumes are available in color!

I had read and loved the original b&w versions of the Scott Pilgrim series, but I wanted copies that

would stand the test of time and that I could pass on to my sons or daughters one day. You can

read the reviews of the original series on  since there are no changes in the story line between the



two. There are some tweaks here and there that can be humorous or subtle (for instance, an on

going joke about Ramona's hair color). Those who enjoy SP need no convincing and those that are

interested in purchasing for the first time be assured that the color and hard copy quality are first

class.

Brand new and lovely to look through. My only gripe is that the cover itself is slightly curved, and I

am not sure if that is due to the effects of cold, damp weather we've been having lately on the East

coast this December, but I hope in time, it'll straighten out on my bookshelf. Otherwise, it's

great!Content is A+, being a Scott Pilgrim Fan, and I am glad I spent a little extra to get the color

versions one-by-one, rather than purchasing the 6 book black and white set.
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